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The Town House 

"Vintage Hotel"

The Town House is a hotel actually located in an old town house in the

ancient area of the city. It is a small and cozy place, with 9 individually

decorated rooms being available for single or double occupancy. The

hotel also boasts of a bar at the entrance and a rooftop terrace with

beautiful views of this side of the city.

 +34 95 290 1791  www.townhousemarbella.

com/

 info@townhouse.nu  Calle Alderete 7, Near Plaza

de los Naranjos, Marbella

 by Porto Bay Trade   

Villa Tiphareth 

"B&B Villa"

Villa Tiphareth is the ideal place to enjoy a few days vacation. It doesn't

matter if you're a beach bum, a mountain person or a homebody who

would like to go for a staycation. This elegant B&B has 7 rooms, with each

room being individually designed, and featuring a different theme, right

from the perfumed lands of India, the colorful Africa, exotic Morocco or

stylish Casablanca.

 +34 630227533  www.villatiphareth.com/  Calle Narcisos 151, Urbanización El Real

Panorama-E, Marbella

 by Booking.com 

Jardines De La Reina Boutique

B&B 

"Cute Cottage"

Jardines De La Reina Boutique B&B is a quaint little B&B tucked away in

Marbella, and run by a couple who have decorated each room individually

based on their travel experiences. So there are five distinct rooms

available, along with other facilities such as a pool, library, bar and more.

The B&B also has a beautiful garden lawn, with many patios to soak in the

Spanish sun. The breakfast here will be one of the most refreshing ones

you'll have.

 +34 652294988  www.jardinesdelareinabb

b.com/

 info@jardinesdelareinabbb.

com

 Carretera de Istán A-7176,

Puerto Banus, Marbella
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